
Blind and partially sighted people suffer from a lack of relevant Braille reading tools that allow them to engage with
digital literature and educational material. This creates a barrier to further education and employment opportunities. Only
25% of blind people are in paid employment, but we know that reading Braille more than doubles employment rates. The
limited inclusion of blind people in digital transformation and innovative technological developments prevents them from
progressing. Bristol Braille Technology CIC (BBT) aim to enable every blind person to receive the support they need
regardless of gender, disability or personal barrier they face. By developing relevant tools in collaboration with the blind
community, Bristol Braille Technology is unlocking the potential of blind people across the UK. 
 

The Canute 360 Console has been designed in line with the everyday needs of blind people and supports increased
reading speed. The Canute 360 Console enables blind people to undertake computer programming, word processing, and
populate spreadsheets with the same ease as their sighted colleagues. Furthermore, users can interpret graphs, and
diagrams and input data directly using the Canute 360 Console. The Canute 360 Console was developed through research
with over 1300 Braille readers and multiple blind-focused community inclusion organisations. Audiobooks and text-to-
voice converters allow blind people to listen to digital information. However, they do not enable truly independent reading
or comprehension of complex data. These skills are essential to success in both further education and skilled careers. The
advancement of digital technology and data storage highlights the need for tools such as the Canute 360, which support
the inclusion of underrepresented groups in society and actively open opportunities for career development. 
 

The Canute 360 Console In Action 

The Bristol Braille Technology Canute 360
Console Programme 

 
The Canute 360 Console is a Linux Braille workstation that enables blind
people to take part in computer science, data analysis and administer
systems with exactly the same spacial output in Braille as sighted
colleagues. The Canute 360 Console allows blind people to easily access
a wide range of digital literature, learning resources and even read sheet
music. By including nine Braille lines with 40 Braille cells per line as part
of a 360 Braille cell display, users can read quickly as part of an engaging
reading experience. This is a significant improvement on printed Braille,
which requires 20 times more space than standard text. Bristol Braille
Technology conducts all of its research, development and assembly in the
UK and is proud to contribute to technological innovation, diversity and
inclusion in Great Britain.  

 
 

Diversity & Inclusion Through Innovation   



By supporting The Canute 360 Console Programme, Bristol Braille Technology CIC will announce our partnership to the wider
community by producing a partnership launch on all our social media channels. Bristol Braille Technology CIC will add your
logo to our website and impact reports. We have a dedicated marketing executive who will regularly support your
communications strategy by sharing your achievements with our wider community. You will receive case studies and
testimonials from the people you supported to highlight your positive contribution. Together we can ensure that blind people
reach their potential by establishing a community of partners committed to their inclusion and progression. 

Bristol Braille Technology CIC is a Registered Community Interest Company in England and Wales, Company 07518101.
Please contact our Development Manager for more information: luke.mckelvey@bristolbraille.org

Supporters & Partners 

Our Commitment to You

 It costs £15,000 to support each beneficiary through The Canute 360 Console, which includes dedicated outreach, Canute
360 Console training and a Canute 360 Console for each beneficiary. We aim to support 200 participants through the
programme each year. We aim to support as many underrepresented blind and partially signed people as possible. By
sponsoring a beneficiary, you will make a significant and positive difference by promoting greater diversity, inclusion and
social mobility of blind people in the UK. 

Support Our Mission

 "The Canute 360 Console has opened up a world of learning. Now I can
access books, research papers and information that truly interests me. The
Canute 360 Console is the only Braille reader that includes a word
processing and data input function. I have been blind from birth, but now I
can understand topics that were previously closed to me. I'm also capable
of understanding diagrams and graphs in a new light. Braille is the only
means of reading for blind people, and the Canute 360 Console gives me
hope for a future with even more opportunities."

Why The Canute 360 Console Matters  


